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Aims

The contribution of this Teaching Unit to the development and command of the skills and learning outcomes of the programme(s)
can be accessed at the end of this sheet, in the section entitled “Programmes/courses offering this Teaching Unit”.

Teaching methods

Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the information in this section is particularly likely to change.

Content

The course introduces BAC students of various orientations to the field of cultural and social anthropology (we
could also say of Ethnology) from a thematic perspective allowing the student to open up to several major topics
of research in the field. These themes are always illustrated by audiovisual documents, texts and accounts of
research experiences of the two co-holders of the course. We mainly deal with the following topics: the ethnographic
method (ethnographic field survey, participant observation, ethnographic description, etc.); person and kinship;
symbolic systems and religions; donation and exchange; nature and the environment; health and healing; exile
and migration; techniques; virtual worlds; development and politics.

Bibliography

As this is an introductory and awareness-raising course, each course session (2 hours per week) is devoted
to the presentation of a dimension or a thematic field of the discipline. The oral course is always accompanied
by a presentation of research experiences and / or a documentary supporting the theoretical presentation and
discussion with the students. To allow the student to enter into the specific and in-depth approach of anthropology,
he is asked to read an anthropological monograph to be chosen from a series offered. The chosen monograph
also serves as a basis for the student to appropriate the different subjects covered in the course. Given the
exceptional situation resulting from the COVID-19 epidemic, the course may alternate face-to-face sessions and
remote sessions according to a schedule that will take into account its evolution.

• Diaporamas, textes associés à chaque module, documents accessibles en ligne, monographies.
Le diaporama du premier cours (accessible sur Moodle) présente plusieurs ouvrages de référence ainsi que la liste
des monographies parmi lesquelles l'étudiant devra faire son choix.
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)
Program title
Minor in Culture and Creation
Bachelor in Psychology and
Education: General
Minor in Gender Studies

Acronym

Credits

MINCUCREA

3

PSP1BA

3

MINGENRE

5
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